








































































































































































































































198 A FOREST SURVEY OF CONNECTICUT. 

estimated by eye. In this manner every �oodland tract was com
pletely circled and boundaries noted. :J:n' many places it was hard
to distinguish the dividing line between the old field type and
the land still being used for pastute. The general character of
the town was taken into consideration and where a tendency to
improve the land was evident, the line was not drawn as closely
as in those towns in which much land was manifestly reverting
to forest. The woodland areas, as indicated on the map, were 

then colored, hardwoods and conifers being the only types sepa
rated. This method, while not as accurate as that in which the
area was cross sectioned on foot as in the first three counties,
was sufficiently accurate for the purpose, since any errors would
tend to be compensating.

This work was completed in 1914, so that to the three counties
already mentioned, the other five have now been added. A com
plete map of the state was then made on which the forest areas are 

shown. This makes it possible to compute the wooded areas of
the various towns, and to locate large tracts of woodland suitable
for State forests. I,482,700 acres or 46,4% of the area of the

state is found to be wooded, with the larger areas in the north
west corner, the northeast quarter, and along the Connecticut
River near its mouth, extending some distance to the west. Tol
land County with 56% forest is the most heavily wooded, but
Litchfield County has the largest total wooded area. A detailed
table of forest areas by town and county is given on pages
224-230.

PHYSIOGRAPHY. 

The State of Connecticut is nearly a rectangle in form with
a base line extending about 100 miles east and west along the
Sound and reaching inland about 50 miles. The state is divided
into three distinct physiographic provinces: a western upland,
a central lowland, and an eastern upland. The drainage is from
northwest to southeast by three main rivers. The streams are 

characterized by rather wide, rounded valleys at the headwaters
with narrow, deep valleys in the central portion, while the border
ing hills are of slight elevation along the l.ower re�ches. The 

hill tops of the uplands are in a comparatively umform plane

which slopes from the northwest to the south and east. The

elevations range from 2,350 feet in the western upland, and
1,200 feet in the eastern, down to sea level.
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The western upland extends from New Haven fo Granby and
�s separated from the central lowland by an abrupt slope, whichis broken. by the Pequabuck and Farmington Rivers. The areais drained by the Housatonic River and its branches, the Connecticut through the Farmington, and several smaller rivers which empty directly into the Sound. In the northern portion thevalleys are flat with rounded, flat-topped hills especially nearthe divides. The forests occur on the steeper, r:iore rugged hillsand. on tl1e slopes, while the valleys and the flat-topped hills are cultivated. In the ce�tral portion the main drainage is throughdeeper valleys and with correspondingly swifter current in the streams. The water power is used in manufacturing, while the more level upland between these deep valleys is used for ao-riculture. The forests are largely of the slope type. In �he southern portion there is less difference in elevation between the 

hills and the valleys, and a greater amount of swamp land. The forest areas are located on the rough stony hills 0,r on swampareas, and woodlots are numerous in this region. The easternface of the upland is very uniformly wooded due to the generallysteep, rocky character of its slopes. 
The central lowland has the form of a wedge with its apexat. New Haven and a base from Granby to Somers. This is afairly level area in which some of the most valuable land ofthe state is to be found. The forests are in the form of woodlots except where outcrops of trap rock occur, which are heavilywooded. .The Connecticut River follows this valley until itreaches Middletown, and there leaves it to cut across the lowercorner of the eastern upland. Along the upper edge of the!0wland,. elevations of 300 feet occur but the Connecticut Riveris practtca!ly at sea level the entire distance across the state.The trap ndges, which have a general north and south direction reach elevations as high as I,ooo feet. '

The eastern upland extends east from Somers and New Havento the Rhode Island line. The slope is to the south or southeas� with �or� or less abrupt escarpments on the western face, �hile the mtenor hills are rounded, with wide valleys especiallym the t · · ' eas ern P_ort10n. The highest elevations are near the northern border �n the towns of Union and Somers, while thes.outheastern port10n of the state is characterized by wide relatively level areas and abrupt hills of low elevation. At the' north
































































